For immediate release
SHOXS Launches New Shock-Mitigated Seat Pedestals – The X-Series

Victoria, BC – September 6, 2018
For the first time, while working with the world’s most demanding fast-boat operators, shock-mitigation
technology has been refined and incorporated into marine seating for the consumer market.
SHOXS, a supplier of shock-mitigated seating technology, has recently introduced an innovative, patentpending series of marine-grade seat pedestals for the recreational boater. Known as the X-Series, the
pedestals feature the same family of heavy-duty, shock-absorbing isolators that SHOXS installs into its
military and commercial line of seats. An adjustable air shock and optional height adjust allow boaters
of all sizes to experience smoother, safer rides in rough seas. Available in a silver or black hard anodized
finish, the pedestals can be packaged with a SHOXS 3200, 3400, or 3700 bucket seat, or sold separately
for use with nearly any aftermarket marine seat available.
Two variations of the X Series pedestal are available: The X4, which provides 4.4” of suspension travel
for mild and moderate boating conditions, and the X8, which provides 8” of suspension travel for more
extreme sea states and taller ride heights. The X Series pedestals can be deck-mounted or installed in
boxes or risers to accommodate nearly any helm or cockpit layout and the compact size allows for
inclusion on new boat builds as well as aftermarket installations.
A partnership with Seattle-based Fisheries Supply gives boaters the opportunity to purchase the X-Series
pedestals or seat/pedestal packages from a well-established retail location or online.
Visit www.shoxs.com/products/accessories/shoxs-x4 to learn more about the X-Series.

About SHOXS
For more than a decade, SHOXS has been proven as an innovator in the marine seating industry. From
pioneering semi-active suspension seat technology to its current presence on maritime fleets
worldwide, SHOXS has challenged the limits of possibility with marine shock-mitigation technology.
Many of the first seats ever sold by SHOXS are still on the water today, despite their extreme
application. SHOXS’s constant focus on performance, commitment to engineering, and dedication to
testing and support has shaped its reputation and defined its brand. Visit shoxs.com for more
information.
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